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A distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) is conducted as a bottom reflector in see-through organic pho-

tovoltaics (OPVs) with an active layer of poly(3-hexylthiophene) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid

methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM). The DBR consists of alternative layers of the high- and low-refractive

index materials of Ta2O5 (n¼ 2.16) and SiO2 (n¼ 1.46). The DBR selectively reflects the light

within a specific wavelength region (490 nm–630 nm) where the absorbance of P3HT:PCBM is

maximum. The see-through OPVs fabricated on DBR exhibit efficiency enhancement by 31%

compared to the device without DBR. Additionally, the angle-dependent transmittance of DBR is

analysed using optical simulation and verified by experimental results. As the incident angle of

light increases, peak of reflectance shifts to shorter wavelength and the bandwidth gets narrower.

This unique angle-dependent optical properties of DBR allows the facile color change of see-through

OPVs. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4943654]

Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have become one of the

most promising candidates for see-through solar cells, since

it can be fabricated on transparent substrates and controllable

active layer transmittance.1–4 Various multi-functionalities

of see-through OPVs lead to potential applications such as

sunroof of automobiles, power-generating windows, and in-

terior decorations.5–7 The color of see-through OPVs is cur-

rently dominated by the materials of active layers. The

devices with near-infrared materials with C60 fullerene ex-

hibit green color.3,8 In some specially controlled systems, the

grey color has been demonstrated in the devices with com-

plementary absorber materials.2,3 Not only in the OPVs but

also in the dye-sensitized solar cells the transmission spec-

trum is tuned by employing the absorbing dyes of different

colors.9–11 However, the methods for color tuning by

employing different active materials suffer from the difficul-

ties in synthesizing new material with desired absorption

spectra and adequate electrical properties.

Microcavity structure on top of an organic active layer

was proven to be an effective way for tuning the colors of

the see-through OPVs. The microcavity structure consists of

the dielectric layer sandwiched between two thin silver

films.12–18 Since the thickness of dielectric layer is a key fac-

tor to determine the resonant wavelength in microcavity,

monochromatic color across the visible spectrum was dem-

onstrated by controlling the thickness of the dielectric

layer.12 Although the high color purity was achieved by

microcavity structures on top of solar cells, the light passed

through the microcavity structure cannot be reflected back

into the active layer because the bottom electrode is a trans-

parent indium-tin oxide (ITO). This insufficient light absorp-

tion in active layer leads to low-efficiency. Moreover, for the

practical application of solar cells, the daily rotation of sun

should be considered. Although the color of the see-through

OPV is highly sensitive to the angle of incident light, angle-

dependent color alternation has not been reported.

In this work, we demonstrate the distributed Bragg reflec-

tor (DBR) as a semi-reflective bottom reflector in the see-

through OPVs. The DBR which is comprised of alternative

layers of Ta2O5 and SiO2 exhibits high reflectance of 98% on

the specific wavelength range (k¼ 490–630 nm) where the

light absorption of poly(3-hexylthiophene) and phenyl-C61-

butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) is maximum. This

high reflectance of DBR results in photo-conversion efficiency

(PCE) enhancement of OPV by 31% compared to the device

without DBR. On the long wavelength region (k> 630 nm),

optical transmittance of DBR is as high as 80%. A relation-

ship between an incident angle of light and the transmittance

of DBR is studied for practical application of solar cells under

sunlight (Fig. 1). As the incident angle of light increases, the

reflectance band shifts toward short wavelengths. At the high

incident angle of light, even the purple light is blocked by

DBR, thereby resulting in color change of the transmitted light

from purplish to yellowish. This unique optical property

allows the multi-color appearance of the see-through OPVs.

From these results, the effects of DBR on the efficiency

FIG. 1. Color of light transmitted through DBR for various incident angles.
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enhancement and color-tunability of the see-through OPVs

are discussed.

The DBR consists of alternative stacks of quarter-

wavelength-thick high and low refractive index layers. As

each layer boundary causes a partial reflection of light, the

waves with an identical phase form a constructive interfer-

ence, resulting in a high reflectance. The following equation

explains the reflectivity (R) of DBR:20

R ¼
no n2ð Þ2N � ns n1ð Þ2N

no n2ð Þ2N þ no n1ð Þ2N

" #2

;

where no, n1, n2, and ns are the refractive indices of air, two

alternating dielectric layers, and the substrate, respectively.

N is the number of pairs of DBR. It is notable that a large

difference between n1 and n2 results in high reflectivity. The

refractive indices of the dielectric layers not only determines

the reflectivity of DBR but also related to the reflectance

bandwidth (Dko) as follows:20

Dko ¼
4ko

p
arcsin

n2 � n1

n2 þ n1

� �
;

where ko is the central wavelength of the band. For the solar

cell application, large Dko is preferred to obtain broadband

reflection. Therefore, a large difference in the refractive indices

between two dielectric layers is recommended. Consequently,

we used a Ta2O5 (n¼ 2.16) and SiO2 (n¼ 1.46) as the high-

and low-refractive index materials in this work. The thickness

and pairs of DBR is optimized experimentally (Figs. S1

and S2).26 The DBR was deposited on a glass substrate by an

alternating layer of Ta2O5 (62 nm) and SiO2 (91 nm), followed

by ITO (170 nm) coating using radio-frequency magnetron

sputtering. For the control device, the ITO-coated glass sub-

strate (170 nm thick,�15 X/sq) was utilized. As a hole transport

layer, Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)

(PEDOT:PSS) was spin-coated on the ITO layer and dried at

170 �C for 10 min. These substrates were transferred to a N2-

filled glove box (<0.1 ppm O2 and H2O). Regioregular poly(3-

hexylthiophene) (P3HT, purchased from Rieke Metals and used

as received) was first dissolved in 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB)

to make a 20 mg/ml solution, followed by blending with phe-

nyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM, Nano-C, used as

received) in a 3:2 weight ratio. The blend was stirred for �6 h

in a glove box before being spin-coated (700 rpm, 30 s) on top

of the prepared substrate. The thickness of an active layer was

measured as �180 nm by a surface profiler. The devices were

annealed on a hot plate in a glove box at 130 �C for 10 min.

The transparent cathode consisted of Bathocuproine (BCP)

(10 nm)/Ag(12 nm)/MoO3(30 nm) was deposited at a base pres-

sure of 1� 10�6Torr using the thermal evaporation method.19

The active device area was ca. 0.06 cm2. The optical constant

of Ta2O5 and SiO2 was measured using spectroscopic ellipsom-

eter (J. A. Woollam Co., Inc., M-44). Commercial software

(The Essential Macleod, Thin Film Center, In.), based on what

is known as the characteristic matrix method, was employed for

optical analysis. The SEM was done using a PHILIPS XL30S

with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV and a working distance of

6 mm. The reflection measurement is performed with Agilent

Technologies Cary 4000 UV-Vis spectrometer. The J–V curves

were measured under air ambient using a Keithley 2400 source

measurement unit. The photocurrent was measured under

AM1.5 G 100 mWcm–2 illumination from an Oriel 150 W solar

simulator. The light intensity was determined using a mono-

silicon detector calibrated by the National Renewable Energy

Laboratory (NREL). The incident photon to current efficiency

(IPCE) is measured using QEX10 Solar Cell Quantum

Efficiency Measurement System (PV Measurements, Inc.).

The see-through OPV (Fig. 2(a)) is consisted of glass

substrate/DBR/ITO (170 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (30 nm)/P3HT:

PCBM (180 nm)/BCP (10 nm)/Ag(12 nm)/MoO3 (30 nm). Light

is illuminated on top of the transparent electrode (BCP/Ag/

MoO3). The DBR reflects light on the short wavelength

region where the absorption of P3HT:PCBM is maximum

(Fig. 2(b)). On the other hand, the DBR transmits the light

on the long wavelength region (>650 nm), thereby leading to

see-through OPVs. Because a large difference in refractive

index between the two dielectric materials demonstrates a

large reflectance bandwidth of DBR, Ta2O5 (n¼ 2.16) and

SiO2 (n¼ 1.46) were alternatively deposited on the glass sub-

strate as high- and low- refractive index materials, respec-

tively.20–23 The Ta2O5 layer presents dark-contrast and SiO2

layer exhibits bright-contrast in the SEM images (Fig. 2(c))

due to a different density of back-scattered electron from each

materials. The thickness of Ta2O5 layer (62 nm) and SiO2

layer (91 nm) was predetermined in order to match the central

wavelength of the reflectance at 540 nm for an efficient light

absorption in the P3HT:PCBM active layer.

In order to design the DBR structure, an optical reflec-

tance was calculated using a commercial software based on

the characteristic matrix method. Fig. 3(a) shows the com-

parison of simulated reflectance and measured reflectance

of DBR with 3 pairs, 6 pairs, and 9 pairs of DBR. As the

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic device structure of see-through organic photovoltaics

with distributed Bragg reflector (DBR). (b) Measured absorbance of P3HT:

PCBM active layer. (c) Tilted SEM image (left) and Cross-sectional SEM

image (right) of DBR stacks with alternative layers of SiO2 (91 nm) and

Ta2O5 (62 nm).
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number of stacks increases from 3 to 9 pairs, reflectance

greatly increased, approaching 98% at k¼ 540 nm, and the

bandwidth gradually decreased from 400 nm to 150 nm. The

measured reflectance of DBR is in good agreement with the

calculated one. But a slight variation exists because of the

low refractive index of Ta2O5 (n¼ 2.16) which is smaller

than the ideal value (n¼ 2.3). The deposition conditions

were manipulated to increase the refractive index of Ta2O5

and the resultant value was 2.16 (Fig. S3).26 We believe this

low refractive index is resulted from the low density of the

film due to insufficient adatom mobility during the low tem-

perature deposition.24,25 Since an optical thickness of DBR

is highly dependent on the incident angle of light, the reflec-

tance and transmittance spectrum can be easily changed. In

order to find the relationship between optical properties of

DBR and incident angle of light, reflectance contour of

9-pair DBR was simulated as a function of incident angle

and wavelength (Fig. 3(b)). As the incident angle increases,

reflectance band shifts toward short wavelength region and

bandwidth gets narrower. Note that the DBR shows the high

reflectance about 90% even at high incident angle of 75�.
This result confirms the effectiveness of DBR as a broad

angle reflector. We compare the relationship between inci-

dent angle of light and transmittance of the DBR (Fig. 3(c)).

At the incident angle of 0�, the stop-band wavelength ranges

from 470 nm to 620 nm with a central wavelength at 540 nm.

As the incident angle increases from 0� to 75�, the central

wavelength gradually moves to 420 nm and the stop-bandwidth

shrinks from 150 nm to 80 nm. This large change in the

transmittance spectrum results in a dramatic color alternation

(Fig. 3(d)). With the increase in the incident angle of light,

color changes from purplish to yellowish (anticlockwise in

the CIE diagram). In order to verify the accuracy of calcu-

lated result, the photographs of the transmitted light through

DBR were captured as a function of incident angle of light

FIG. 3. (a) Experimental and simulated reflectance of DBR having 3, 6, and 9 pairs of SiO2 and Ta2O5. (b) Two-dimensional contour plot of reflectance of

DBR (9 pairs) as a function of wavelength and incident angle of light. (c) Transmittance spectra of DBR (9 pairs) for various incident angles. (d) Calculated

color coordinates of DBRs with various incident angle of light on the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram. The incident angles were varied from 0� to 75�. (e)

Photograph images of projected light which was transmitted through DBR (9 pairs).

FIG. 4. Calculated transmittance spectra of OPVs (a) with DBR and (b)

without DBR for the incident angle from 0� to 75�. (c) CIE 1931 coordinates

of transmitted light through OPVs with DBR and without DBR for the vari-

ous incident angles of light.
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(Fig. 3(e)). The transmitted light with small incident angles

of 15� shows purplish color due to a relatively high optical

transmittance on a short wavelength region (<450 nm). In

the case of incident angle of 30�, the transmitted light

exhibits the magenta color which is mixed by a blue (400

< k< 450 nm) and red light (>600 nm). When the light is

illuminated on DBR with the high incident angle of 60� and

75�, orange and yellowish colors were presented, respec-

tively. These results show a good agreement with the calcu-

lated color coordination.

The simulated transmittance spectra of the see-through

OPVs with DBR (Fig. 4(a)) and without DBR (Fig. 4(b)) are

presented for various incident angles of light. At the incident

angle of 0�, the OPVs with DBR exhibit much lower trans-

mittance on the short wavelength region (400–600 nm) than

the OPVs without DBR, because the DBR effectively reflects

the light into the P3HT:PCBM active layer. But, on the long

wavelength region (>600 nm,), the DBR allows the light to

pass through the OPVs, thereby resulting in high optical

transmittance of 43% which is comparable to the device

without DBR (51%). In addition, the stop-band of OPVs

with DBR shifts as large as 95 nm when the incident angle of

light is changed from 0� to 75�, while no shift of transmit-

tance spectra was observed for the device without DBR. The

calculated color of the see-through OPVs is plotted in the

CIE chromaticity diagram (Fig. 4(c)). With the increase in

the incident angle of light, the OPVs with DBR show the

color alternation from magenta to yellowish (anticlockwise

in the CIE diagram). But the OPVs without DBR did not

show any change in the CIE coordination, meaning that there

is no color tunability.

To verify the effect of DBR on the performance of the

see-through OPVs, devices were fabricated on the glass sub-

strate and the J-V characteristics are shown in Fig. 5(a). The

cell on the ITO-coated glass substrate exhibits open-circuit

voltage (Voc)¼ 0.52 V, short-circuit current (Jsc)¼ 6.6 mA/cm2,

fill factor (FF)¼ 46.6%, and PCE¼ 1.64%. The low effi-

ciency was attributed to low Jsc, which comes from the insuf-

ficient light absorption in the P3HT:PCBM active layer. On

the other hand, when the DBRs with 3 pairs, 6 pairs, and 9

pairs are employed as a back reflector, the Jsc increases to

7.8 mA/cm2, 8.1 mA/cm2, and 8.4 mA/cm2, respectively

(summarized in Table I). As a result, the OPV with 9 pairs of

DBR shows the highest efficiency of 2.15%. The Voc and FF

do not change with the DBR structure, meaning that the

DBR structure does not participate in electrical properties of

FIG. 5. (a) J-V characteristics of devi-

ces without DBR, 3 pairs, 6 pairs, and 9

pairs of DBR. (b) Jsc and PCE is plotted

as a function of the number of pairs in

DBR. IPCE spectra of OPVs (c) with

DBR and (d) without DBR. Simulated

two-dimensional contour plot of light

absorption as a function of incident

angle and wavelength in OPVs (e) with

DBR and (f) without DBR.

TABLE I. Photovoltaic performances of the devices on ITO-coated glass and

DBR-coated glass substrates. The light condition was AM 1.5 G 100 mW/cm2

illuminations for the measurements.

Substrate

VOC

(V)

JSC

(mA/cm2)

FF

(%)

PCE (%)

(averaged PCE)

Glass 0.53 6.6 46.6 1.64 (1.71)

Glass/DBR (3 pairs) 0.53 7.8 45.2 1.88 (1.90)

Glass/DBR (6 pairs) 0.55 8.1 44.7 2.00 (1.99)

Glass/DBR (9 pairs) 0.55 8.4 46.3 2.15 (2.17)
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the OPVs. The small Jsc and FF of the see-through OPVs

with the BCP/Ag/MoO3 cathode could be originated from

the small average transmittance (400–700 nm) of the BCP/Ag/

MoO3 cathode (76.9%, measured) as well as the low electrical

conductivity (�1.1� 107 S/m, measured). The transmittance

is smaller than ITO/PEDOT:PSS (87.5%, measured) and elec-

trical conductivity is also smaller than the conventional reflec-

tive cathode of LiF/Al (1/100 nm) (3.2� 107 S/m, measured).

We believe that both Jsc and FF could be improved through

optimization of transmittance and conductivity of BCP/Ag/

MoO3. The statistical results of Jsc and PCE are plotted as a

function of number of pairs in DBR (Fig. 5(b)). The averaged

PCE increases with the number of pairs of DBR, from 1.71%

for bare-ITO film to 1.90% (3 pairs of DBR), 1.99% (6 pairs),

and 2.17% (9 pairs). This increase of PCE originates from the

increase of Jsc. This provides the evidence that DBR signifi-

cantly affects the increase of Jsc, leading to the enhancement

of PCE in the OPVs. The IPCE in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) was

measured to identify the wavelength- and incident angle-

dependency of device performances. At the incident angle of

0�, the IPCE of OPVs with DBR (Fig. 5(c)) presents a supe-

rior performance on the visible spectrum compared to the

device without DBR (Fig. 5(d)), because the DBR effectively

reflects the light into the P3HT:PCBM active layer. As the

incident angle of light increases from 0� to 75�, the peaks

gradually shift from 470 nm to 420 nm for the device with

DBR. On the other hand, the solar cells without DBR indicate

no shift in the IPCE spectra with the incident angle of light. A

two-dimensional contour of light absorption in the OPVs was

simulated as a function of incident angle and wavelength for

the OPVs with DBR (Fig. 5(e)) and without DBR (Fig. 5(f)).

The device with DBR shows higher intensity of light absorp-

tion on the short wavelength region (400 nm< k< 590 nm)

than the OPV without DBR. As the incident angle of light

increases, the DBR makes the absorption band of OPV nar-

rower and shifts toward the short wavelength region. But there

was no peak-shift in light absorption in OPV without DBR

(Fig. 5(f)). This simulated absorption spectrum coincides with

the experimental results.

In summary, we have demonstrated efficient enhance-

ment of the see-through OPVs by employing the DBR as the

bottom reflector. The DBR selectively reflects the light within

bandwidth ranges from 470 nm to 620 nm, while the photons

with a long wavelength >600 nm transmits through DBR.

Therefore, both strong light harvesting and optical transpar-

ency were simultaneously achieved in the see-through OPVs.

The PCE of the see-through OPVs with the optimized DBR is

enhanced by 31% compared to the device without DBR.

Furthermore, the relationship between the incident angle of

light and color change was comprehensively studied. The re-

flectance band of DBR shifted to shorter wavelengths with the

incident angle of light, thereby leading to angle-dependent

color alternation of see-through OPVs. When the materials

with low absorption coefficient are employed as an active

layer, the angle-dependent color tunability of the see-through

OPVs would further be improved.
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